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INTRODUCTION

Recently BEELEN developed an algorithm, called KERPOL, to detennine a minimal

basis for the kernel of a polynomial matrix (see BEELEN [1], BEELEN-VELTKAMP [3]).

In BEELEN-VAN DEN HURK-PRAAGMAN [2] this algorithm is used to find a column

reduced polynomial matrix, unimodularly equivalent to a given polynomial matrix. As

reported already in NEVEN [7] this algorithm can be improved considerably, by

exploiting the special structure of the polynomial map to which the algorithm KERPOL

is applied. In the first place this speeds up the procedure at least by a factor 4, and

makes it possible to achieve an iteration, instead starting from scratch at each new step.

In this paper, we show that it, moreover, enables us to drop the assumption that the

original matrix should have full column rank.

In section 1 we give the basic definitions and recall the results from [2], section 2

is devoted to the structure indices of polynomial matrices. In section 3 we prove some

results on the structure indices of the associated polynomials, and give the main result

of this paper.

Let us finish this introduction by pointing out some conceptual differences

between this paper and its predecessors [1,2,3,4,7]. In the latter a polynomial matrix

was interpreted as a mapping between spaces of rational functions. We think it is more

natural to see a polynomial matrix as a mapping between two free modules over the

ring of polynomials.

§1 PRELIMINARIES

Let us start with defining the notions mentioned in the introduction:

Definition 1. Let P E IRmxn[s]. Then d(P), the degree of P is defined as the maximum of

the degrees of its entries, and d j(P), the j-th column degree of P as the maximum of the

degrees in the j-th column. B(P) is the array of integers obtained by arranging the

column degrees of P in non-decreasing order.

Definition 2. Let P E [Rmxm[s]. Then P is unimodular if det(P) E [R \ {OJ.

Let tl(s) =diag(s-d1(P), ... ,s-dn(P», then P~P is a proper rational matrix.
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Definition 3. Let P E IRmxn[s]. Then the leading column coefficient matrix of P, r(p) is

defined as: r(p) := P!:l(co). If P = (0 IP')T, T a pennutation matrix, and r(P') has full

column rank, then P is called column reduced.

With a little abuse of terminology we will call a matrix Q a basis for the module

M, if the columns of Q fonn a basis of M:

Definition 4. Let M be a submodule of IRn[s]. Then Q E IRnxI[s] is called a basis of M if

rank Q = r, and M = 1m Q. If, moreover, Q is column reduced, then Q is called a

minimal basis of M.

Note that if Q(s) has full column rank for all SEC, then M is a direct summand of

IRn[s] , so in that case Q is a minimal polynomial basis in the sense of FORNEY [4], or

[1].

For each polynomial matrix P having full column rank there exists a unimodular

matrix U, such that PU is column reduced (see WOLOVITCH [9], KAILATH [6] or [4]).

The proof, given in these references is constructive and does imply:

LEMMA 1. Let P and Q be bases for M, and let Q be minimal. Then o(P) ~ 8(Q) totally.

Unfortunately, the proof mentioned above, has awkward numerical properties, as

was pointed out by VAN DOOREN [8]. The numerically more satisfying method in [2] is

based on the following theorem:

THEOREM 1. Let P E IRmxn[s] have full column rank, and let [~] be a minimal basis

for Ker(sbP 1-/). Then U is unimodular and if b exceeds (n-l)d then s4JR =PU is

column reduced.

PROOF. See [2]. -
The effort to determine a minimal basis for the kernel of a polynomial matrix with

BEELEN's methods is proportional to the third power of the product of its size and its

degree. So taking b = (n-l)d leads to long computation time. Therefore the authors of

[2] suggested as a possible alternative to run the procedure for b =0,1,2,.., successively,
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until a column reduced solution was found. It turns out that in a lot of examples a rather

small b already yields the desired result. A serious drawback in their proposal is that for

each b the determination of the kernel starts from scratch. This motivated us to study

the procedure KERPOL in more detail to see whether some kind of iteration was

achievable. This proved to be the case. To that end we had to study the structure of the

algorithm for matrices of the form (P 1-1). We found that for matrices of this type the

procedure could be improved considerably. that it is possible to give an. a priori

unknown. lower bound for the fIrst value of b for which the procedure will work. and.

moreover. that the condition that P should have full column rank can be dropped.

§2STRUCTUREINDICESOFPOLYNOMIALMATRICES

In this section we introduce the concepts of left and right minimal indices and of

elementary exponents. which will playa role in the next section:

Definition 5. Let P E lRrnxn[s]. Then its right minimal indices lC := (lCl>....lCq) are defIned

by lC =8(Q) where Q is a minimal basis for Ker(P). Its left minimal indices are the right
minimal indices of pT.

Clearly q equals n-r. with rank P = r. Next we defIne the notion of elementary

exponent. closely related to elementary divisors. Therefore we introduce the

homogeneous polynomial associated to P: Let P E lRrnxn[s] equal pes) = Pdsd +

+ po. then ph E lRrnxn[S,t] is defIned by ph(s.t) =Pdsd + Pd_lSd-1t + +Potd• Let ~i be

the greatest common divisor of i x i minors of ph. and defIne ~ =1. Then ~i divides

~itl. and let ~/~H =cp (as-bt)l~b/a). where the product is taken over all pairs (I.b)

and (OJ) and 1/0 is denoted by 00.

Definition 6. The factors (a ~-b i) l( b/a). with fib/a) *" 0 are called the elementary

divisors of p. and the integers li the elementary exponents of P.

Remark. It is well known that there exist unimodular matrices U and V such that

UPV(s) = diag(~ls.J)/~H(S.J)); moreover there exist unimodular S.T. polynomial

matrices in t. such that S(t)phU.t)T(t) =diag(~{J.t)/~i-l(I.t).
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Definition 7. Let P, then the structure indices of P are its left and right minimal indices

and its elementary exponents.

For each matrix polynomial P E IRmxn[s] of degree d > 0 define its linearization
LP E IRmdx( n+( m-l) d) [s] by:

I Pds
LP(s) = -sI I

-sI I
-sI Po+P1s

There is a close relationship between the structure indices of a polynomial matrix, and

those of its linearization:

THEOREM 2. Let P E IRrnxn[s] have degree d, and let LP be its linearization. Then

- The right minimal indices of P and LP are equal;

- The elementary exponents of P and LP are equal;

- The left minimal indices ofLP equal those ofP augmented by d-l.

[
/ 0 0]

PROOF. Premultiplying LP by C(s) = s/ / 0 yields

sd-l/ s/ /

/0 P d

0/ PdS+Pd-1
C(s)LP(s) =

/
o P(s)

From this the first statement follows immediately, and the second in so far it concerns

elementary exponents #t.c) c :;: 00.

Let VT be a minimal polynomial basis of pT
, then clearly (0. 0 V)T is a minimal

polynomial basis for (CLP)T, and hence it follows that CT(0. 0 V)T = (sci-IV. V)T is

a minimal polynomial basis for LpT
, which yields the third statement.

[
bf t

d

-/

1

/ ]Premultiplying LP(l,t) with yields the missing part of the second

statement. -
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As an immediate consequence of this theorem we find:

THEOREM 3. Let P E IRmxn[s] be a polynomial matrix of rank r and degree d. Then the

sum of its structure indices equals r· d.

PROOF. It can be deduced immediately from the well known KRONECKER normal form

for matrix pencils (GANTMACHER [5]) that the theorem holds for polynomials of degree

1. The rank of LP equals m(d-1)+r, hence its number of left minimal indices (and that

of P) is m-r.

From theorem 2 we conclude that the sum the structure indices of P equals the sum of

the structure indices of LP minus (m-r)(d-1), hence equals

md --m + r - md + m + rd - r =rd.

Corollary. 1(i ~ r· d, f j ~ r· d.

§3 THE ASSOCIATED POLYNOMIAL MATRICES

For each b ~ 1 we associate to P E jRrnxn[s] a matrix polynomial defined as:

-

Note that Pb has no left minimal indices, and that all its elementary divisors have the

form too. Denote its right minimal indices by e(b) =(£I(b),....,en(b», and its

elementary exponents by ro(b) =(rol(b),.... ,rom(b».

LEMMA 4. Let P E IRmxn[s] have rank r. Let 1(1 ~ 1(2 ~.. .~ 1(n-r be its right minimal

indices and let f i = f {.,oo). Then the structure indices of the associated matrices P b satisfy

for all band i:

- if1(i~ b then e{.,b) =1(j,

- b ~ ef..b) ~ ef..b+1) ~ e{.,b)+l ~ b+d+l, if i > n-r,

- ro{.,b) = min(fj,b+d),for i ~ r,

- rof..b) =b+d,for i>r.
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PROOF. Let Vb =(U~,R~l be a minimal basis for Ker(Pb). Clearly sb divides Rb' from

which the fIrst statement follows. (U~,sR~l is a basis for Ker(Pb+l). From this the

second statement follows immediately. The last two statements follow easily from the

observation that

-
We are now in the position to prove the following generalization of theorem 1:

THEOREM 4. Let P E IRmxn[s] have rank r and degree d, and let Vb =(U~,R~)T be a

minimal polynomial basis for Ker Pb. Then Ub is unimodular. If b ~ max (Kn- r+1,f r-d)

then Rb is column reduced, and ifRb is column reduced then b ~ f r-d.

PROOF. The unimodularity of Ub follows as in [2]. Since LE/.,b) + roib) = (b+d)m it is

clear that for b ~ max (Kn-r+l ,f r-d) the structure indices En-r+l, ...En,ror+l>... ,rom have to

increase with increasing b. Since sb divides Rb we have in the fIrst place that Rb =(0 1*)
and further by the observation made in the preceding sentence that diag(I,shl). Vb is a

minimal basis for Ker Pb+h' If h is large enough this implies that shRb, and hence Rb ,is

column reduced.

If, on the other hand Rb is column reduced, then Rb contains n-r zero columns,

implying that all the Kj occur in E(b), and hence rol..b) = .e r::;; b + d, implying the fInal
statement. _

Remark. The bound given here depends on Kn-r and .e l' which are in general unknown.

As a direct consequence of this theorem and the corollary of theorem 3, we fInd that if

b exceeds r· d(P), then Rb is column reduced. If P has full column rank we fInd this

yields b > n· d(P), a worse bound then was found in [2]. But it is not hard to see that

max(Kj,frd(P)) never exceeds the bound given there. If r < n our bound can be much

better.

§4 CALCULAnON OF A MINIMAL BASIS

Let Q E IRmxn[s], and assume that we want to calculate a minimal basis for Ker Q.
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The procedure described in [3] reads as follows:

i Find orthogonal matrices U and V, such that ULQV is in a generalized Schur

form: upper triangular staircase form, with constant right invertible matrices

along the block diagonal.

ii Find a minimal basis for this matrix.

iii Calculate a minimal basis for Ker Q, starting from the minimal basis found

in the preceding step.

Since in our case the polynomial matrix P b has some special features this

procedure works extremely well if we bring in some minor modifications in the

algorithm KERPOL, described in [3].

In the first place we introduce in a slightly different linearization of Pb: Let P be

given by P(s) =Pdsd + Pd_lSd-1.....Po. Define

sPd -I 0 .
. sl-I
. 0 sl-I

SPo
o
o .. } (b-l)xm

sl-l

E L«b+d)m,n),

where L(m,n) := {H E IRmx( n+m) [s] I degr H =1, H(O) =(0 -l)}.

As in the proof of theorem 2 we see that

* 10. 0
* 0 I

I
sbP 0 -I

and if 1m V = Ker(Hb), then Ker(sbP 1-1) = Im( [ ~ ~ 0~ ].V). And again as in theorem

2, if V is minimal, then [ b~ 0 ~ ] .V is minimal, too. So the problem reduces to

finding a minimal basis for Ker Hb. Such a basis can be found by constructing an

orthogonal matrix U, such that UHbU-, r.r =diag(/,UT
), is in an upper staircase form,

in which the constant part equals E :=(O,-l) as in Hb. Crucial in that respect is the

following theorem.
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THEOREM 5. Let H =sA - E E IRmxn[s]. Then there exists an orthogonal matrix U, such

that:

UHU=

Ans A 12S-1 *
o A22S A23s-I *

.
o

*
*

. .
A US A h 1+IS-1 *

o Ns-I

with A jj E \Rm jxm j-1 right invertible, and N E IRm 1+lxm 1+1.

Moreover, mj--l - mj =#{i E IN I ei =j-l}.

PROOF. By induction on 2n - m. If 2n - m = m, or m = n, then there is nothing to prove,

so let q =n - m > O. Partition A in the following way:

with A2 square, and Al E IRmxq[s], then there exists an orthogonal U1 E IRmxm such that

UIA I = [ Al/ ], with An E IRmlxq right invertible. It is easy to see that

, ,
with A 22 E \Rm xn. 2n' - m' =2(n-q) -(m-ml) =2n -m -(2q-ml) < 2n - m, since

q ~ mh and q > O. Using the induction hypothesis on A22 yields the fIrst statement. Let

K n be a left invertible real matrix such that 1m Kn = Ker An, let All be a right inverse

of An, and let V2 be a minimal basis for SA22-E22, where we have used the analogous

partitioning of E, then

is a minimal basis for UHU, so U-TV is a minimal basis for H, yielding the second
statement. _

Corollary. Clearly the numbers mi do not depend on the particular choice of U. Denote

these invariants by ~(H),...,IlI(H).
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In the proof of this theorem we already showed how a basis for Ker H is

constructed: Let K ii be a basis for Ker(A i~, and Aii a right inverse for A ii- Define

V i~S) := S¥(ip

Vj~s) := s.H4irC ±sA jkVk~S) + V( j+l) ,~s»,
k=]+1

then

V ·-.-

is a minimal basis for HU-.

In the special case that H = H b,

[ VI ] '= [I 0 . . 0] . [ I 0T ] VV2 . 0 . . 01 0 U .,

is a minimal basis for (sbp -1) (see [3]). Note that

Remark. The goal of our procedure is to find a V2 which is column reduced. If we

construct VI as above, flIst calculating Vn and then V 12 etc, then we can calculate V2 in

the same way: V2i =PV1p and V2 =sb(V21 ... V2I>. This enables us to check at each

step whether (V21 .. V2~ is column reduced, deciding as early as possible whether we
should try a next b.

At this moment we can describe the skeleton of an algorithm:

step 1.

step 2.

step 3.

b = O.

b := b + I. i := 0

i := i + 1.
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Calculate Vli. VI := (VI VIJ.

V2i := PVli, V2 := (V2 V2J·

If V2 is not column reduced go to step 2.

If VI is not square go to step 3.

V2 is the column reduced matrix we are looking for.

Compared to the procedure described in [2], we already have gained about a

factor 4 in computation speed, using the special structure of H b• In the next section we

will show that some information can be carried along if we increase b.

§5 THE ITERATIVE STEP

Assume that we have terminated the algorithm at step b, and we proceed with

a =b + h. In step b we have determined a Vb, and a FIb such that

where Fib has in its leading columns a generalized Schur form structure. Clearly

with

and

[
-/0 . 0]

J = sf. E IRhrnxhm [s],
... 0
o . sf-f

so if we define Va =diag (Vb,/)' then
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If Ub = (U ij), U ij E lRrnXJn , then

_ [0 Ub+d,1 .. Ub+d, b+d]
NUb = 00 0

O. 0

so at fIrst sight it seems that only the fIrst block column of Ha preserves the desired

structure. But fortunately it turns out that we can select Ub in such a way that

Ub+d,1 =Ub+d,2 =.. = Ub+d,b =O.

THEOREM 6. Let H E L(k+hm,n), m ~ k, have the following structure:

[H' 0]H = sN J '

with H' E L(k,n), N E IRhrnx( n+k) and J E lRhrnxhrn[s] with the block structure as above.

Then there exists an orthogonal matrix U, such that UHU has a generalized Schur

form, and which displays the following structure:

U - U·· U·· E IRrn iXnj- IJ' IJ '

with mj= JllH), i =1,...,1; ml+1 =hm + k - LJllH), and ni =k, n2 =... =nh+1 =m, and

U ij = 0 if j > i + k - h.

PROOF. By induction on hm + k. For h =k =0 there is nothing to prove, so assume that

h + k > O. Let sHI be the matrix containing the fIrst n columns of H, and let HI = QR'

be a QR-decomposition of HI: Q orthogonal, and R' upper staircase: R' = (RT 00 O)T,

with R E IRrnIxn• DefIne U' =diag(QT J), let N = [Nb], and J = [s~~ ~2 ], then

[

R * * 0 ]- 0 H' H" 0
U'HU' = 0 sNIQ J I 0 .

o 0 SN2h

** [H 0 ] * [HI H"]Define H = sit h' with HI = sNIQ J 2 E L(k+m-mbmt), and

*N =( 0 N2) E lR( h-I) rnx( k+m) • Since (h-1)m + m+k-mt < hm + k the induction

hypothesis yields that there exists an orthogonal U* with the following structure:
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* * * >1\ >1\U = (U i~ , U ij E IRm lxnJ,

with

m~ = I..L iH*) for i =1,..,1-1,

* *m 1 =hm + k - mi -Ll..LiH ),
* *ni = k + m - mh n2 = .. =nh = m,

and

U* O'f' .ij = 1 J > Z.

Let V be the orthogonal matrix diag(I,U*), and U = VV'. Divide V into blocks as

follows:

[

10 ]Vn VI2 *
[ ]

= 0 U 11 E IR( k+hm) x( k~) , with Vn E IRmIxk, etc.

Vl+H V1+I·2 0 U~I

then V ij E IRm iXnj, with mi = I..LH(H*), i ~ 2, ni =k, n j =m, j ~ 2, and moreover Vij =0 if

j> i. Since Uij = Vij if j > 1, and UIj =VIP, we see that U has the wright structure if

we can prove that mi = l..LiH). Since UHU has a generalized Schur form, this follows

immediately from theorem 5. _

Remark. Note that the proof gives a constructive way to find U. In the sequel we will

use this several times.

As a consequence we find that if we have a generalized Schur form for H b, and

we search one for H ll> then we can divide the orthogonal U, that we constructed, into

blocks as above, and then

sAn· . o
.
o . sAbb,,...-..-- _

o 0 sAb+I.b+1
.
o 0 TO. T HI 0
o 0 SUb+I'b+I.SUl+I'b+IIO
o 0 001

and hence we only have to work on the matrix in the box in the lower right corner,
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having size «a+d)m - mi . 11tb) x «a+d)m - mi . 11th-I)

H a E L«a+d)m,n).

instead of on

Remark. Note that in the algorithm from [2] the information cannot be carried over to

the next step, since there another linearization is used, destroying the structure of U.

Due to this feature the b-th step in [2] is of order (b+d)3m3, while in the algorithm in

section 4 each step is of order d3m3. Since b can increase up to rd, this means that in

the worst case the algorithm in [2] is of order r4d4m3, while the algorithm presented

here is of order rd4m3! Note that the one step procedure, i.e. starting with b =rd, given

in [2] is of order r3d3m3, certainly not better not better than the worst case order of our

algorithm. Of course the one step procedure has much lower order in our set up, since

we thoroughly exploit the zero structure of the initial matrix. A quick calculation yields

that the one step procedure is of order rd4m3, too. This means that the iterative

algorithm is even in the worst case of the same order as the one step procedure, unlike

the situation in [2]. As said before, at each step we gain at least a factor 4, since in the

first place we can use Householder transformations instead of Givens transformations,

and further we do not have to find the postmultiplication seperately, but we can use U-.

§6 DESCRIPTION OF THE ALGORITHM

In this section we will give a more detailed description of the algorithm.

COLRED

Input:

Output:

Initialization:

p = ~=I P~iE IRmxn[s]

U =~;;1 U~ i E IRnxn[s] (the unimodular matrix U)

R = ~=1 R ~i E IRmxn[s] (the column reduced polynomial matrix R = PU)

b := 0; h := 0; 1 := 0; 0' := 0;

h(O) := 0; 1(0) := 0; 1(1) := n; 0'(0) := 0;
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[

sPd -f 0 ]
H := : S~ -~. ; U := f E IRmdxmd[s];

sPo 0 . sf-l

R(O) E IRmxO[s]; T(O) E IRnxO[s];

rdcd := false;

begin

b := b+l;

rdcd := RED(P);

while rdcd =false do

begin

rdcd := true;

h := h(b-I); 1 := I(b-I); cr := cr(b-I);

R := R(b-l); T := T(b-l);

U := diag(U(b-l)J) E IRm( d+b) xm( d+b) [s];

while rdcd = true do

begin

if 1= I(b) then

begin (this step saves the information needed to start the step with b-l)

h(b) := h; l(b+I) := h; cr(b) := cr;
R(b) := R; T(b) := T;

end;

4
hl[K L ] .= H'OM· ,

w := L(.,I);v := M(.,l)

if" v " it 0 do
begin

A
V := diag(l,HH(v));

h T
V := diag(l,V );

H:= VHV-;

U:= UV;

h := h+l; 1 := 1+1;

end

(HH(v) returns the Householder transfonnation

mapping v into et)
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else

begin

x := MNSL(K,w);

1.+
t := (I 0 .. O)x;

T := (T t);

r:= Pu;

if II r II :j:. 0 then <J := <J+1;

R := (R r);

if LCR(R) :j:. <J then

begin

rdcd := false;

~
N := (0 .. 0 /)V-;

H:= [sZ _~]
end

else 1 := 1+1;

end;

end;

end;

end.

Clearly at each step the procedure LCR can use information from a previous step.

To accomplish this we check the rank using a QR-decomposition.
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